We’ve never been satisfied with standing still or indifferent about improvement. That’s why from a simple home office in Temple, Texas in 1975, we’ve built a worldwide sales, manufacturing, distribution and marketing company driven to serve you, our customer, “Better” every day.

With a spirit of determination, innovation and creativity, MJB Wood Group’s vision is to deliver the kind of products and supply chain solutions you need to overcome limitations and drive better business results. Whether you’re in the Millwork, Cabinet, Door, Furniture, Fixture or Display industries, we can supply a diverse line of panel products, components, millwork and specialty products throughout North America, Asia and Europe. We can also offer you a comprehensive suite of supply chain solutions including vendor-managed inventory, quality assurance programs, lean manufacturing initiatives, global sourcing and value-added manufacturing capabilities. All designed to help you achieve better productivity, better efficiency and better profitability. Using our industry expertise to see your improvement materialize.

Building a worldwide network of supply chain solutions to improve your capabilities...

Where Better Business Results Materialize
Better Supply Options

Finding "Better" supply options starts with access. To more wood suppliers, more species, broader dimensional choices and performance characteristics. That's what we do best. We can help you optimize your present procurement process or discover completely new material alternatives that may include:

- Particleboard, MDF & Hardboard Panels
- Hardwood & Softwood Dimensional Lumber & Plywood
- High Pressure & Thermally Fused Laminates & Veneers Applied To A Range Of Substrates
- Plyboard & Stikwall
- QL (Quilinum Laminated Veneer Lumber)
- LVL (Laminated Strand Lumber)

Better Manufacturing Support

A "Better" manufacturing solution sometimes means supplemental manufacturing support. To meet short-term demand surges, explore new market opportunities or avoid costly production inefficiencies. When you need added capacity or capability, MJB can provide custom-manufacturing services such as:

- Cut-To-Size Processing
- Routing & Machining
- Drilling
- Laminating & Chipshaping
- Finishing, Painting & Finishing
- Assembly & Packaging

Better Component Efficiency

Generating a "Better" level of productivity and cost efficiency could begin with discovering the benefits of component integration. To reduce production time, labor and waste and get to market quicker. Let MJB introduce you to improved quality, consistency and volume with time-saving component parts and assemblies like these:

- Raw & Primed MDF Moulding, Boards & Joints
- Interior & Exterior Door Components
- Custom-machined Pieces & Parts
- Drawer Sides, Rails & Bottoms
- Cabinet End Panels, Face Frames & Components
- Upholstered Frame Rails, Runners & Braces
- Hardwood Mouldings

Better Supply Chain Services

Finally, lasting success is built on "Better" supply chain services. To help you monitor and manage resources, avoid surprises and optimize performance all through your production process. You can count on MJB’s enthusiastic, hands-on attitude and expertise to provide supply chain tools and solutions that involve:

- VOS (Vendor On Site) Vendor Managed Inventory Programs
- National Warehousing & Distribution
- Global Sourcing Options
- Product Development
- Technical & Manufacturing Support
- EDI
- Real Time Order Status & Shipment Tracking